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Military Cloth tape & Army cloth tape, Olive green cloth tape 

 
Olive Green Military Cloth Tape No.80PET is a high performance, waterproof packaging and 
sealing duct tape used for military and aerospace packaging and other demanding applications. It 
can also be used for media blast protection & surface masking and for other challenging repair, 
bundling and seaming applications (such as tarps). Olive Green Military Cloth Tape benefits 
include: high tensile strength; extremely conformable; crisp, straight tear; moisture.  
Olive green Military cloth tape used for aerospace and military packaging, is a waterproof 
packaging and sealing duct tape that offers high performance for the most demanding 
applications. Military cloth tape can be effectively used for surface masking and media blast 
protection on cars and other vehicles. It's also highly recommended for seaming applications 
(like tarps) and bundling.  

 
Camouflage Cloth Tape for Army tape or Military tape No.80CAM 
Camouflage tape is premium grade 80 mesh cloth tape. This products is an excellent item that 
creating a great sensation among survival gamers (simulated compact game) as well as 
reinforcement for military cloth tape, climbing cloth tape, camping cloth tape and hunting cloth 
tape. 
 
Conformability 
High tensile strength 
Resistance to moisture, abrasion and solvents 
High tack 
Powerful adhesion to most surfaces (including glass) 
Ability to hold up in extreme temperatures 
Crisp, straight tear 
Reupholster an office chair 
Repairs on boats and aircraft 
Outdoor items that are exposed to water and UV 
Hold straps up on military Alice packs 
Patch up a ruck sack 
Covers holes in a poncho 
Heavy duty binding 
Temporary seal on products 
Bind excess webbing material 
Household repair projects 
Cold weather applications (weather stripping, etc.) 
Reinforce outdoor hanging chairs and other outdoor furniture 
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Backing PE coated cloth 

Adhesive-base Natural rubber 

Total thickness ( mm ) 0.3 

Peel adhesion ( kg/25mm ) 1.0 

Rewinding force ( kg/50mm ) 2 

Tensile strength ( kg/25mm ) 16.5 

Holding power ( 25mm x 25mm / 
40℃ ) 

60min 

Ball tack ( cm / ball no. 20 ) 10 

Temperature resistance 1h/℃ -35 / up to +80 

Storage life ( 20℃ / 60% ) 6 months 

 
 
PRODUCT DESIGN 

 

 


